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Best-Loved GERMAN FOLK SONGS
Musical settings by Arne Dørumsgaard.
Orchestra conducted by Robert Corman
Complete German Text Included
MCD 61398

THE MOISEYEV DANCE ENSEMBLE
Orchestra of the Moiseyev Dance Ensemble
conducted by Samson Galperin and Nikolai Nekrasov
MCD 61451

Javier de Leon's FIESTA MEXICANA
Panorama of Mexico, Old and New!
MCD 61472

24 BEST LOVED FRENCH FOLK SONGS
Sung by André Claveau & Mathé Altery
Christian Borel & Claire Vailin.
Orchestra conducted by Pierre Guillermin
Complete French Text Included
MCD 61397

SOVIET ARMY CHORUS & BAND
A Program of Folk, Popular & Classical Selections
MCD 61500

The Collector’s PAUL ROBESON
MCD 61580

SALUTE TO ISRAEL
The Feenlon Group/The El Avram Group
Songs in Hebrew, Yiddish & Arabic
MCD 61746

AMAZING GRACE
The Massed Bands, Pipes & Drums of the
WELSH GUARDS and SUTHERLAND HIGHLANDERS and the Morriston
Orpheus Choir
MCD 61760

THE ART OF BELLY DANCING
Featuring the artistry of George Abdo and his
"Flames of Araby" Orchestra with Instruction
Booklet
MCD 61752

The Massed Bands, Pipes & Drums
of Her Majesty's ROYAL MARINES &
THE BLACK WATCH
MCD 61776

CANTO DE PUEBLOS ANDINOS/
THE INTI-ILLIMANI ENSEMBLE
The best of Andean music in the spectacular
performances by INTI-ILLIMANI. Includes 8
selections recorded by this group for "FLIGHT
OF THE CONDOR," the BBC documentary
frequently shown on PBS.
MCD 61787

Her Majesty's SCOTS GUARDS ON TOUR
Featuring the Regimental Band, Pipes & Drums
MCD 61729

GREEK FOLK DANCES
The spectacular Bouzoukei of Takis and the
Feenlon Group featuring Anestos "Gyftos" Athanasiou.
MCD 61722

20 GOLDEN HITS OF HAWAII
Nani Wolfram & his Islanders
MCD 61804
1. MOSCOW NIGHTS (Midnight in Moscow) 4:25
Podmoskovni Vechera (M. Matusovsky - V. Soloviev-Sedoy)
Solo: Vladimir Troshin

2. CLOUDS HAVE Risen OVER THE CITY 2:00
Tuchi Nad Gorodo Vstali (Music & Text: Pavel Armand)
Solo: Mark Berness

3. LONELY ACCORDION 2:55
Odinokaya Garmon (M. Issakovsky - B. Mokroussov)
Solo: George Ots

4. SONG OF ROSCHCHIN 2:36
from the film “Different Destinies”
Solo: Mark Berness

5. LET THERE ALWAYS BE SUNSHINE 3:20
Pust Vsyegda Budyet Solntse (A. Ostrovsky - L. Oshanin)
Solo: Tamara Miansarova

6. THE VOLGA FLOWS 4:15
Tyechyot Volga (M. Fradkin - L. Oshanin)
Solo: Vladimir Troshin

7. YOU WILL COME BACK TO ME 2:25
Ty Pridyosh (G. Khodosov - S. Tidikov)
Solo: Tamara Miansarova

8. THE NIGHT TROLLEY 3:46
Nochnoi Tramvai (V. Orlov - V. Shainsky)
Solo: Vladimir Troshin

9. THE BOULEVARDS 2:53
Bulvary (G. Khodosov - A. Dolukhannian)
Solo: Kapitolina Lazarenko

10. THEY SHOULD NOT BE DISTURBED 2:36
Im Nye Nado Meshat (M. Lvov - L. Tarnovsky)
Solo: Vladimir Troshin

11. FIRST LOVE WALTZ 2:58
from the film “Favorite Song” (N. Dorizo - T. Kaliyev)
Solo: Rashid Beibuatov

Note: For those interested in the printed sheet music of some of the songs in this collection we can refer them to: A RUSSIAN SONG BOOK, published by DOVER PUBLICATIONS, 31 East 2nd Street, Mineola, N.Y. 11501. This publication contains the original Russian text in Cyrillic, transliteration and an English singing translation.
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20 Popular Russian Hits
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12. HEAR ME OUT, MY PRETTY ONE ......................... 2:20
13. I CAME BACK TO MY HOME TOWN ..................... 2:25
14. SILENTLY ..................................................... 3:23
15. MY FRIEND ................................................... 2:20
16. BLUE-EYED BOY ............................................... 4:08
17. SONG TO MY SON ............................................. 2:34
18. WHO ARE YOU? ............................................... 2:17
19. HAVE SOME FEELING FOR THE LAD ................... 2:15
20. BELOVED VILLAGE ........................................... 2:25
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